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ON THE THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL PRICE MFASURI;S4EN1'.
OUTPUT PRICE INDEXES*
B' RoBIRT B. ARCHIBALD
Two output price indexes are proposed to Ineasure price change. Both
include the ejfrctc of
subsinution caused hr price change and exhibit desireable properties. The mdcv numbers are
deielopedfro,n the theor' of the firm. rat/Icr than from the viewpoint of hoic price changes
a/fec: consu,ners. The properties of output indexes, sue/i as the WP/, are discussed in detail

Recent dramatic increases in the price level have stimulated discussion of
how changes in the price level are measured. One conclusion of such disCUSSIOI1S has been that the Wholesale Price Index (WPI) as currently con-

structed does riot provide the best measure of price change.' This paper

outlines a conceptual framework for constructing measures of price
change in the universe presently covered by the WPI. This will he an
exercise in the construction of economic index numbers. We feel that it is
important to base index numbers upon well understood economic theory.
and that several problems with the current WPI can he traced to the fact
that it has no such basis.

A vast majority of the existing theory concerning price indexes concentrates upon measures of price change as they effect
sms2 The
indexes introduced here are developed from the viewpoint of the firm. For

a firm, price change conies in two forms, changes in input prices and
changes in output prices.. In this paper we focus on output price changes.
Our objective is to find output price indexes which are consistent with the

traditional theory of the firm and which exhibit l)roPerties that can
reasonably be expected of price indexes.

It is important to clarify two points concerning our objectives. First,
we concentrate on the construction of price indexes rather than quantit
indexes. It is natural to dellate expenditure indexes by price indexes to obtain quantity indexes, but unfortunately, in most circumstances, a price
index with desirable properties does not yield a well behaved quantit in*This paper was written while the author was an economist in the Office of Prices and
Living Conditions of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. I would like to thank Steven Cobb.
Robert Gillitighani, Robert Poilak. William Reece arid an anonymous referee br helpful
comments on earlier drafts of this paper. The views expressed are those of the author and
do not reflect the policies of the Bureau of Labor Statistics or the views of other BLS staff
mciii hers.

As an exarnnle see 'A Ilium NL)rdh;ItIs ina I,hn Sh,n hOt_li
2tarl ssork is sursescdhv Rignar F-risclit l93(. lor more re:ent isork see Paul
Samueson (1947). Robert Pl!ak l97I ). Franklin Fisher and Karl Shell )Fssa 11(1977)

a ad Paul Sam uciso ii and S.
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( 974).
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indexes implied by our
dcx. In this paper the properties of the quantity
attempting
Secondly, we arc not
price indexes will he a secondary concern.
change or sold\ a iilCdSUiC
to construct either a measure of 0' erali price
ol ac irac\. price

ut price change lr a single firm. \ ith varying degrees
ecOilofl)lc5 LiSifli! our
indexes can be constructed for firms, industries or
ol the level of
framework. The indexes should he considered indepefldt
aggregation.
firm heha'i0r based upon
The paper starts h introducing a model of
indexes based upon
competitive assumptions and considers building prtee of the profits price
profits. The second section focuses upon suhindexes
remainder of the paper
index by defining three output price indexes. lii the

indexes and lind that t o of
we consider properties of these output price
the indexes' ire acceptable measures of price change.

I. Tiii

Ni

BASI(

OI)Ii

model of a perkctl

Our price indexes are based upon the traditional
for a single product
competitive firm. Constructing output price indexes

r. ecollonly) to ha e
firm is trivial, thus we consider the firm (industinarited
h) its producseveral outputs. The technology of the firm is sum
tion function,
F(q1

(I)

.....q,,,, .vi........=

0

.,, represent
and x
ith the
function
the p1 inputs. We assume that F is a twice difterentiable
where q1 ,..,

q,,, represent the firm's in outputs

following neoclassical properties,

> Oand

I, ...mj = 1,..., n)

< O(i =
dxj

its inputs
The firm maximizes profits facing market determined prices for
and outpuls. Profits are given by.
In

LI

p1q1 -

(2)
I

wixi,
I-

I

1th
where p represents the price of the 'lb output and WI the price of the
input. We assume that all capital is rented h the firm.
Throughout our analysis we assume the existence of a unique profIt
maximizing vector ol inputs and outputs which is non-negative and yields
hich
a positive profit. Specifically, this eliminates production functions
which
have
flat
portions
on
yield constant returns to scale, and also those
any production possibility frontier. Making these simplications greatly

facilitates the analysis.

We now consider furmulating price comparisons hetv ecu
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lient firms or k)r the same firm at t\ o points in time. Bell.rc embarking
upon the construction of r
indexes we would like to clearly establish
the terminology to he used. Prices will he referred to as either reference
situation or coniparison situatioii prices. The term "hase' is reserved to
refer to variables related to the tech nology of the him.
I riitially we formulate pr ice indexes for our firm assuming that we can
observe prices, quantities and technology. The basic technique of price
index construction will he illustrated h the eximple of the price index for
profit. Define the profIt in netuon ir( pa, 11.b Ec ) to equal the maximum

profit giveii prices p" and w" arid technology E. A price index for profit
is formed by comparing profits given differing prices. The price index for
profits coniparing reference situation and comparison situation prices
using base situation technology is given by:
(3)

ir(p', a", P')
2r(p', t.', /'b)

C'ommonly the production fuiictioii of the reference situation or comparison Situation is used as the base technology. This choice is essentially
arbitrary.3 The properties ol price indexes are ver similar hatever base
technology is chosen, and hereafter, unless otherwise noted, we will, for
convenience sake, only discuss price indexes based upon the reference
situation's technology.

The price index for profits given h (3) allows variable quantity
weights as the firm substitutes inputs and outputs in response to price
change. This distinguishes it from indexes such as the the W P1 h ich usc
fixed-weight form u!atioiis. Conimonhv. indexes which allow such substitu-

tions are called "true" price indexes, for example the "true cost of' living
index." We will avoid this terminology for, as the analysis of the next seehon demonstrates, the uniqueness implied by true is not present for
output price indexes.

Our motivation for constructing separate Output and input price indexes results from the fact that the price index for profit introduced above

obscures important in formation about the details of price change. A
change in this index has an ambiguous interpretation. For example, an
increase in this index might correspond to any one of three situations- an
increase in output prices and a decrease in input prices, a decrease in both

output and input prices or an increase in both output and input prices.
This type of difficulty can best he remedied by considering indexes hich
are suhindcxcs of this price index for profits.4 The remainder of this paper
ill focus on one such subindex, the output price index.
tiId iake cecpiIoii
3I-rtf1kIl!i I-itier IFid KrI SucH tI\ II) 972)
mdli See p.IL'es )( '7.
1'or a di',cusiori oiijhindee', see Roheri FoII.tk 975i.
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prolit demonstrates the technique\

The example cii the price index br
of price change br output. I or output price
we use to isolate a measure
valuation oh Output, rather than
indexes we deal ith reven uc. the market
must he held constant,
protit. and input prices as ' elI as teehnolog
present three alternative output price indexes.
11Th

I" The Fixed Itipul Price Output J'rice Iiide

A

forward. This indes
The debinitiOti of the HP index is quite straight
profit maximi/inC
lunetion
from
the
ordinary
is fornied using a revenue
model of a firm.
Definition I.

R * (pci, w

The revenue function

is defined as

"3

R*(p.

1.h

f)q7

=

xv here the q7 are found by solving:

Nlaxiiiiize:

pq, -

Subject to: P (q. .v,) = 0

ii

The FIP output price index is delined as:

I (p ,/) it .1 ) =

R'(p'. ic'. F')
R * ( p' si". 1 ' I

This output price index holds both technology and input prices constant
at their reference situation levels. but does riot restrict substitution hetxx ccii either inputs or outputs .Alternative indexes are defined h restricting the substitution possibilities of the firm.
B.

The- Fixed Cost Output Price Imh'v i_C)

This index is based upon a revenue lunction defined as fo!lox S.
Detinilion 2.

(pU, wh. C. fJ) is defined as:

The revenue function

R(j. u''.

=

where the i1 arc found b solving:

Niaximize: > pq,
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)=0

Subject to: F'(q

= ('s.

This lIxed cost revenue function is based upon restricling a firm to sub-

stitute inputs in such a way that the total expenditure on inputs

is

constant.
Using this revenue junction the FC output price index is defined as:

R(p'
C' F')
i4(p', w', C', t')

JC(pr,pc, w', C', F')

isolates price change by holding fixed input prices, input costs and
technology. In comparison with the FtP index, I, this index adds the restriction that input costs are constant. The third output pri.e itidex we
introduce is based upon a more stringent constraint on input substitution
possibilities.
C. P The Fixed Input QuaniTh Output Price Index IF1Q)

This index is based upon a revenue function in which output quantities are the only choice variable. The FIQ index has appeared previously

in the index nuniber literature under the guise of the national output
deflator.5 Here we do not wish to restrict ourselves to the output of a na-

tion, and we derive the index as a conditional subindex of a price index for
profits. Consider the following revenue function.
Definition 3.

The revenue function R(pa, xh, F') is defined as:

pi

R(paxbFc) =
where the i, are found by solving:
Maximize:

w1x,

pffq

Subject to: F(q1, x1) = 0

x(j = I .....ii).

x,

The output price index I', is formed as before
JV(pr

p. x', F')

R (pC

x', F')

R(p', .v', F')

'See Paul Suniuelson ( 95O). R!chard Nloorsieen l9bl ). Franklin 1-isher and Karl
Shell (Essay II) (972) and Paul Sarnuelson and S. S am ( l974L
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III. OUTPUT PRICE lNi)ExI:s

PROPERTIES

Prior to Formally introducing the properties we deem desirable for
output price hujccs. we can gain insighl into the behavior of these
the indexes.
indexes by considering the relationships between

It

is

.

portant to note that comparisons can be made by only considering the
numerators of the indexeS. In all three cases the denominators represent
the revenue observed in the reFerences situation, and with 7 w'-' =
C', the denominators are equal. Two theorems summarize the relationship between the indexes.

Theorem 1.
P roof:
Thesetwo indexes deal with situations in which firms maximize revproved is
enue with fixed (identical) costs.. The proposition to be

R(p'. w'. C'. F') > R(p','. F')
The revenue R(p. w' C', F') is defined to he the maximum revenue given
alternative such as
costs C'. thus i is greater than or equal to an\
Q.E.D.
=(
R(pC, .v', F') with costs.
_

''

Theorem 2.

lfp

then I

> 1.0 >

Proof:

The second inequality simply repeats Theorem I. The lIrst inequality
can be proved by utilizing a proof by contradiction. Consider
R (pCj w'. C', F') > R*(pc, w', F')

p' i.e.

E pq

>

jfpC

if p'

p' profits are never less for the unconstrained problem. i.e.
,

,fl

p;q7

(5)

-

'-I

From the first order conditions of the maxiiiii/atiofl problem which de.
lInes the R * revenue Function, the value oF the margi nat product must
equal the input price.

= P -and if p > p' (i =

I

(1 =

I

,n,j = I.....ii,

in). since we assume

lationship holds.
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. 0. the following re-

E

w'x7

C,,.

Substituting this into (4) yields.

i-I

pq7

Q.E.D.
I

Much of the literature on index numbers concerns listing desirable
properties for index numbers.6 We have chosen three properties as desirable for our indexes, and later we discuss other possible properties.
Property I - Identity Test.

/(p' Pr) =
Property 2

Proportionality Test

I(pr Ap')
Property 3

I

A

Monotonicity Test

lfp'

I(p'. p")

J(p,pC)

The Identity Test requires that the index should he unity if reference
and comparison prices are equal. The Proportionality Test requires, for
example, that if comparison prices are twice reference prices, the index
equals two. Finally, if comparison prices are higher in one situation, by
the Monotonicity Test the index should be higher.

By inspecting the definitions of our three indexes it can he verified
that the Identity Test is satisfied in all cases. The Proportionality Test, on
the other hand, is not satisfied by all three of our output price indexes.
Theorem 3.

1does not.
Pioof:

(a) 1and Fsatisfy the Proportionality Test, while (b)

The proof of (a) is omitted. For (b) ve must show that the R*(p, w F)
revenue function is not honiogenous of degree one in output prices.

Consider the case with A > 1. hall output prices are multiplied by A,
output proportions will remain unchanged. However, in order to maintain the equality of input Prices and the value of the marginal product,
= Ap

(i = I,

n,j = 1 .....ii),

input levels will have to increase, With higher input levels, outputs will
increase, yielding

6See Irving Fisher (1922), Ragnar Frisch (1936) and for a more recent discussion Paul
Sarnuelsori and S. Svani (i974.
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' j)

Q.F.D.
AR(P'. V,F') if X
Given this result we shall drop l. the H P output FiCC index from

n tI choice of'
further consideration. This index allowed more t1exihilit
While
this
was
its
most
appealing
other
two
indexes.
and
inputS than Lhc
led
to
the
lailurt
of
the
Proportonalitv
lest. The
characteristic, it also
the
substitution
of
inputs
and
outputs
in
sonic
way
other indexes restrict
and
I'
indexes
paSS
the
Mono1onicit
Test.
They
are
Both the
prolits
with
costs
fixed,
that
is,
maximizing
revbased upon maxinlizing
enue, and with perfectly elastic demand curves, higher prices result in
higher total revenue.
Many other tests can and have been concocted for price indexes, We
discuss two such tests coniniolily UtiliLed. but which are not satislied h
our indexes.
Propert) 4

Property 5

Point Reversal Test

j(prp/(pcpr)

=

Circular Reversal Test

Any index which satisfies the Identity Test (Property I) and the
Circular Reversal Test will also satisfy the Point Reversal Test, Thus, for
the indexes discussed above, we can limit our discussion to the Circular
Reversal Test. Property 5. In terms of intercotintrv comparisons, it says,
t'or example: A price index comparing Japan's prices with prices in the
U.S. given U.S. technology (and inputs or costs) multiplied times an index
comparing the prices in France with those in Japan using Japanese technologv shotild equal an index comparing French prices to U.S. prices using U.S. technology. In our notation (I' index), this test requires
R(pC.

.v', F')

R(p', x', F')

R(pd,

x', F')

R(11, .v', F')

R(p'.

xc,

R(ji' x', F')

p) -

In both the intercountry example and the above equation. it is riot clear
that the Circular Reversal Test would or should hold. In terms of the example, the only circumstances under which it holds would be if U.S. and
Japanese technologies are similar.
All of the output price indexes we have defined utilize the reference
situation technology and inputs (or costs and input prices) as the base. As
was mentioned in the discussion of the price index for profIt, this choice
is essentially arbitrary. If all indexes are defined with a base technolog)
other than that of the reference or comparison situation, the index would
pass the Circular Reversal Test. For example.

!(p', pC

b J:b)

J'(p',

d

yb, /:h)
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The discussion of the properties of our two output price indexes Continues in three subsections. First, we consider the relationship between
our indexes and fixed-weight indexes. Secondly, we consider the implication of basing our indexes on hornothetic production functions. Finally a
third subsection discusses the properties of our Iwo indexes when used as
de Il a to rs.

A. Fixed. U 'eight Price Indexes

Initially we assumed that we could observe prices, quantities and
technology. Given that techniques of estimating production relationships
are imperfect, it is prudent to consider approximations to our index which
do not rely on being able to observe technology. One such approximation
is given by a Laspeyres fixed-weight price index. This index Formulation is
used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for both the Consumer and Wholesale Price Indexes. A Laspeyres price index is defjned

L(n',p,q')

pq

pfq

R*(p,w,F)

as

=

pq
The revenue in the numerator used reference situation's quantities and
comparison situation's prices. The Laspeyres index has the advantage that
it requires only prices to be gathered for various comparison situations.
Operationally this is an important point. For major aggregate indexes

such as the CPI or the WPI the gathering of quantity weights is a time
consuming and expensive process. The fact that this can be done infrequently using a Laspeyres fixed weight formula makes this type of index
very attractive for nianv applications.
We can gain insight into the relationship between the Laspeyres index and our output price indexes by introducing a graphical framework.
We consider the I index, the output price index formed assuming input
quantities arc fixed, and a Laspeyres index.
Consider the comparison between the prices which generated points

R and C in Figure I. The E(pa,

fh) revenue function gives

the

revenue where a price line with slope determined by prices pU is tangent
to the production possibility curve determined by the pair (xh, 1.") The

j1 index is formed by dividing R(p, .v'. F'), the revenue generated at
point A, by R(pr x'. 1'), the revenue represented by the solid line
through R. The Laspevres index has the same denominator but replaces
pC
the numerator with
the revenue represented by the dotted line
I
through point R.
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qa

Figure I

In the example in Figure I, P is greater than the Laspeyres index.
This result holds in general.
Theorem 4.
pC,

JY(pr pC,

w', C', F')

L(p', j", q')

x', F')

Proof:
The first inequality repeats Theorem I. The second is proved by contradiction. Consider
m

m

pq

>

R(p',x',F')

=

I-I

q' is a feasible choice for q1 but q-are chosen because they obtain maximum revenue, hence the above statement cannot hold. Q.E.D.
index cannot be represented in
It is interesting to note that the
this same graphical example. The production possibilities frontiers for
i'.

R(p', w', C', F') and R(PC, w', C', F') are not necessarily identical. because substitution of inputs is possible, and different production possibility
frontiers are associated with different inputs.
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The result from Theorem 4 that a Laspeyres index is a lower bound

for our two output price indexes is different than the results Ir some
other indexes. For both a cost of living index and an input price index a
Laspeyres index is an upper bound. This difference results from the fact
that sellers substitute into higher priced outputs and buyers substitute
away from higher priced inputs.
The other commonly used fixed-weight index is the Paasche index,
which is used, for example, to compute the deflators from the national
income accounts. A Paasche index uses comparison situation weights and
is defined as follows:

P(p',pt,q)

=

R*(pc, ;yC p()
01

pq
En general there is no relationship between this index and the
(ps, pC, w',

C', F') and jX(p, p, x', F') indexes. However, the Paasche

index hounds indexes which use comparison situation technology (and
costs or inputs) as a base.
Theorem 5.
P(p', pC, qC)

1X(pC, pC, Xc,

F')

j.C(pr pC, WC,

C', F')

We omit a formal proof. These indexes have identical numerators. The
proof follows the proofs of Theorems I and 4. except it involves a comparison of denominators rather than numerators, and this reverses the inequalities.

With our results to this point we can only bound our economic indexes on one side with a fixed-weight index. A Laspeyres price index is a
lower bound for output price indexes using reference situation technology,
while a Paasche index is an upper bound for output price indexes using
comparison situation technology. In the next section we discuss a special

case in which Paasche and Laspeyres fixed-weight indexes form both
upper and lower bounds for the Ioutput price index.
B. Hornoihe tic Production Functions

The assumption of homotheticity plays a leading role in much of the
analysis of both true cost of living indexes and national output dellators.
The advantage of the assumption of homotheticity is that a homothetic
production function yields a production possibility map in which all production possibility curves have identical shape. In such a case the choice
of a particular production possibility curve as the base is not important.
Thus the distinction between /X(p?,
x', F') and !(p', p', XC, F') disappears, and these FIQ output price indexes arc bounded both above and
67
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0

below by a fixed-weight index. I he remainder of this section Formalizes
these results.

A production lunctioll F(q, .) is honiothetic if it can he
represented by F(q, .) - (JH(q. x) where !I(q, ) is a homogeneous
function and G represents any monotonically increasing transformation.
Thus any homogeneous function is hoinothetic, hut honmthetic functions are not necessarily homogenous. In particular we should mention
that Functions which are homogeneous of degree zero, i.e. ones which
exhibit constant returns to scale, while homothetic were previously
eliminated from consideration because of the requirement of a unique
I)e/inition 4.

profit maximizing point.
For a fixed vector of inputs, x°. the production possihilit

frontier

is given by
F(q1 .....q,,,. .v°) = 0,

and a production possibility map is derived by considering
F(q1.....q,,

where

LX°)

=0

is a scalar varying from zero to infinity. Given a homothetic

production function the production possibility frontiers will have constant
slopes along any ray from the origin. This fact allows Fixed Input Quantity
output price indexes to be formed independently of the base production
possibility frontier.
Consider FIQ output price indexes based upon a homothetic production function. F".
Theorem 6.

If F" is homothetic
JX(p,
xr. F") = I(p'. p'. .v, F")
pC,

Proof:

The proposition to be proved is that
R(pC. .v'. F")

R(p'. x', F")
J?(pr .'. F"

R (p', Xc. F")
In

The proof follows immediately from the fact that if L pj is R(p'. x'. F"),
In

(p'.

F" ) will

be

pX?/, for sonic ,\

R(pC, x', F") then R(p'. x', F11) will he
This yields
68

0. Similarly, if
pXq1.

p4

is

A

Core/lan' 1.

L(p'. pC, q)

l(p', p'. xb. 11!)

P(J)'. j,C,

q') for any h.

}or the Fixed Cost output price index the assumption of honiotheticity
does not yield such convenient results. As mentioned above these puce
indexes do not compare revenue along a fixed production possibility frontier. since inputs respond to output price change. This means that even
given homotheticity. the outputs of R(p', x'. C'. F") and R(p', w', C', F")
do not lie on the same ray from the origin. The only gain from assuming
honiothcticity is that the FtC output price indexes can also be chosen as
hounds for the unique I index.
Core/lan' 2.
/.((p, pC ic', c', f11)

any

I(p, pi, xb, F") < J.((p pC,

u", c', f..II) for

h.

Another implication of homotheticity is that the FIQ output price
index satisfies both the Point Reversal Test and the Circular Reversal
Test, because it is independent of the base production possibility curve.
We will again discuss homotheticity as it effects the properties of the
quantity indexes implied by our output price indexes, but in closing this
section it is important to note that honiotheticity only represents a special
affect the price
case.7 In general the choice of the base input level will
indexes, and they are only bounded on one side by Paasche or Laspeyres
index.

C. Oulpul Price Index e.s as Defialors
One important use of price indexes has always been to deflate series
of total revenue to get "real output" or "output in constant dollars." This
subsection explores the appropriateness of using the price indexes discussed above br this purpose.
Consider the deflation of the comparison situation revenue (R(pC,
x', FC)) by the Fixed Input Quantity output price index.
(5)

R(p', Xc. F')
f5(pr, pC,

Fr

R(p'. x', F')R(p, .v, Fe')

R(p, x', F')

= R(p', x', F')

QX(qr q', PC)

7This same point is made er) forcefully by Pau Sarnuelson and S Sss am', (974)
in their Concluding Warning (Page 592
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G

where QT(qr, q', PC) represents a quantity index. The quantity index comes
from a decomposition of a revenue comparison which also yields the price
index, i.e.

F')
(p', X', F') R(p'. x', F')
(p', x', F') - R(p', x', F') (p', x' F')
C

where the first term on the right-hand-side is the quantity index and the
second term is !'(p', p', x', F'). A similar quantity index can be defined
corresponding to the I price index, i.e..

QC( q
F q C PC)

! (p', w', C', F')
R(p', w', C', F')

These quantity indexes compare quantities of output of the two situations
using comparison situation prices as weights.

In order to give a reasonable interpretation to the deflation from
equation (5) a quantity index should pass the same tests as a price index.

If quantities do not change from one situation to another, the index
should be unity (Identity Test): if quantities double, for example, the index should be two (Proportionality Test), and if quantities in one comparison situation are higher than in a second, the index should be higher
for the first situation. (Monotonicity Test). Unfortunately, the quantity
indexes defined above do not satisfy the requirements of all of these tests.
The difficulty can be illustrated by considering the Q(q', q', p')
quantity index and tie Proportionality Test in the Following graphical
framework. The comparison between point R and C is divided between a
price index given by he revenue at A (point C's prices) divided by the
revenue at R and a qt antity index given by the revenue at C divided by the
revenue at point A. Ihe example in Figure 2 is constructed such that the
comparison situation's quantities (point C) are a multiple, say A, of the
reference situan's quantities (point R). If the quantity index is to pass
the proportionality test it must equal A, but this is clearly not the case in
this example.
pCqC

(6)

Q1(q',q',p')

pcqA

pCqR

=

It is interesting to note that the third quantity in equation (6) is the
quantity index implied by a Laspeyres index and that it passes the Proportionality Test. Another instance in which a well behaved quantity index is implied by our price index is the case of a homothetic production
function. In this case, the quantity index QY(qt, q, p') always compares
quantities along a ray from the origin, and hence such a quantity index
would pass the Proportionality Test.
The above discussion is intended primarily to illustrate the ditliculties
70

Figure 2

involved in using our measures of price change as deflators. In general, in
a world in which input and output levels are altered by price change, a
satisfactory price index does not imply a satisfactory quantity index. It is
also true that a satisfactory quantity index does not imply a satisfactory
price index. At the outset we took the position that we were constructing a
measure of price change and not a deflator. If a quantity index is of primary importance for some purpose, it should, in fact, be constructed directly and any shortcomings of the implied price index should be noted.

IV. Cociusios
This paper has proposed two output price indexes to measure price
change. Both meet the stated criteria of including the effects of substitution caused by price change and including characteristics which are traditionally attributed to price indexes. Either of these indexes could

provide the conceptual foundation for a program of industrial price
measurement. It is important to realize that it is necessary to adopt such a
conceptual foundation based upon clearly understood economic theory. If
indexes are measuring identifiable economic constructs they can be corn71
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bined into meaningful aggregates. Also, prohkn)s such as quality change
which continue to perplex index construction can he analvted with the
measurement objectives of the index clearly in mind. l"iiiallv, any biases
inherent in the index constnicted should he clear from the underlying
theory.
It might be unsettling to end with two di lierent 1)ropOsed output price

indexes, and, in fact, it could be argued that the Fixed Cost output price
index (1'°) should be preferred since it allows greater substitution possibilities. We hesitate to niake such a recommendation before further research has been conducted specifically before attempts have been made to
construct both indexes.

This paper only discusses one half of the problems involved in the
measurement of price etThcts for a firm. Behavior is also significantly
altered by changes in input prices, and by using the same type 01 analysis
used above, input price indexes can also he formulated. Full description
of the microeconomic impact of price change can he seen in a system of
input as well as output price indexes. The subject of input price indexes
and their properties is left to another paper.5
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